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Downloadable Work Sheet

T h e M e s s a g in g M at r i x

The BSC Messaging Matrix is a highly effective
marketing tool designed to highlight a city’s key
attributes and match them to key audiences.
Once completed the Messaging Matrix gives staff members, who
often promote their city, a concise set of phrases and attributes to
work into the conversation when advocating for their city to investors,
stakeholders and residents.
Drafting the Messaging Matrix naturally progresses from the
information gathered in market research.
You can read more about the importance of market research in a post I
wrote called “Look in before speaking out”.
This is a quick way to get started creating a Messaging Matrix for your
community.
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The Matrix: Step-by-Step



Determine your
key audiences



Determine
your values



Complete a

“Mind Map”





Who do you typically talk to?
Who are the investors you are trying to attract?
What sector and demographic do they represent?

It’s important to answer these questions because a city, community, or
country typically has several key audiences. Naturally, how you speak
to each will be different.




What are the key attributes of your city?
What do these key attributes express about your city?

Identifying key values generally follows from research and community
engagement. The research methodology to uncover values is discussed
in our Place Branding & Campaigns Quick Starter.

A Mind Map visually organizes information and their associations. It’s
a tremendous tool that links your value to its proof.
For instance. If “Family Values” is a value you know is strong in your
community, then you’ve got to map those assets to prove it:

for each value
daycare and
public schools

strong
neighbourhoods

parks and
recreation

family
values
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These “proof points” should be positioned in marketable terms that
speak to each key audience.

“proof points”

Working with “Family Values” you can understand that industry
audiences and tourists will have a different appreciation of family
values.

your values

The Messaging Matrix below demonstrates how you would position
family values differently, depending on the audience.

Equate the
for each of

that relate
to your

audiences

Value

Family Values

Audiences
Industry
Stable housing
and family
amenities to
support talent
attraction and
retention.

Destination
Workforce
Tourism
Family-friendly
Competitive
attractions;
housing market,
Safe &
exceptional
welcoming
daycare &
neighborhoods
education
& communities. facilities, worldclass recreation

The Messaging Matrix facilitates genuine conversation and ensures
your “key messages” stay relevant to the audiences they are meant to
reach.
Based on your community internal and external research, it’s a powerful
tool that creates a concise set of phrases and attributes your staff can
naturally work into conversation when promoting your city.
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Create your own Messaging Matrix:

Value

Audiences
Audience A

Audience B

Audience C
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